
 
 
Servi Group can repair and recertify all piston accumulators 
 
Servi Group offer spare parts, service and recertification of Oiltech/Olaer piston accumulators 
 
Olaer AS, formerly Oiltech AS was sold to Parker Hannifin in 2012. 
The company, with roots back to the 70's had sold accumulators, oil coolers and various 
other hydraulic equiipment for the Norwegian industry. 
 
When companies today try to source spares for many of these products. There is no help to 
be had. 
 
 
However, luckily, The Servi Group can help. 
At Servi, we have the full overview over the various models delivered from Oiltech/Olaer in 
the Nordic market for the last few decades. 
 
Bring us the model code and even better, the serial number, and we can help you. Wether it 
is service or just a set of spare seals. 
Servi deliver spare parts in about one week for standard EHP and EHP2-pistons from Olaer 
as well as high-pressure piston accumulators up to and above 1000 bar. 
 
 
Servi Group performs service and recertification on all types and brands of accumulators at 
our seven service sites in Norway. 
 
Servi Group has a a focus area on sustainability and extension of usable lifetime for all 
products through Servi Lifecycle services – SLS. 
 
Olaer had their piston accumulators manufactured by 3rd parties and Servi have the full 
overview over the spare parts for the accumulators. 
 
Oiltech manufactured piston accumulators under lisence from Liquidonics (USA) from the 
70's. These were models were the bores were in imperial measurements and can be difficult 
to get correct spares for. Servi can. 
Oiltech started in the early 80's to design and manufacture their own designs based on 
metric tubes etc. There are no one in Parker today who know these models. 
Olaer delivered large quantities of piston accumulators into the marine- and offshore markets 
and many of these are still in operation today. 
Oiltech was bought by Olaer S.A. in 1993 and that made that some of the production was 
also exported around the world. Parker does not have the product information on these, but 
The Servi group has. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
It seems that Parker is not interested in offering spare parts to the old Olaer/Oiltech product 
lines, but Servi can offer this. 
 
PR Hydraulik was the company name before Olaer entered the scene. PR Hydraulik was a 
Nordic group, headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden. The Norwegian PR Hydraulikk AS was 
located in Ski and were market leaders on accumulators in Norway. 
 
Hydac have also many products that SERVI SLS today repair and recertify. Hydac 
manufacture most hydraulic components, among them bladder- and piston accumulators. 
Hydac today owns QHP, a former close partner of Servi, who for many years represented 
QHP in the Norwegian market. 
Hystat systems is another company whose accumulators Servi-SLS repair and recertify. 
Hystat is a British manufacturer of cylinders and piston accumulators who for decades did 
not sell accumulators under its own name, but branded for the Olaer Group. 
Hystat is a close partner for The Servi Group and we can identify the correct spare parts 
even if the accumulators are branded Oiltech, Olaer or Fawcett Christie Hydraulics (FCH). 
 
 


